ABSTRACT

Background: Learning pharmacology may be challenging to medical students as drug information is expanding and students are required to adopt suitable study habits to remember pharmacological aspects to develop higher cognitive skills for better academic performance. Objective: To compare the learning habits of students of various levels of academic performances in pharmacology. Methods and Material: Study was cross sectional in which students’ learning habits and examination scores in pharmacology were collected in a questionnaire. The questionnaire had Likert type items (1: never–5: every time) related to learning habits of students that could influence academic performance in pharmacology. It was distributed to 2nd year MBBS students (n=243) after the two assessments in pharmacology. Based on the % of marks obtained in previous assessments, students were categorised into 5 groups (1 = <50, 2 = 50-59, 3 = 60-69, 4 = 70-79, 5 = 80-100). Statistical analysis used: The categorical variables were described as median and interquartile range. Learning habits of students of various level of academic performances were compared using non parametric tests. A p value of <0.05 was considered as significant. Results: Group 1 less frequently revised the topics more than two times compared to the group 2 (p=0.015) and 5 ( p=0.002). Compared to groups 1, 2 and 3, group 5 had started the preparation >3 days before the scheduled pharmacology class test (p<0.05). Compared to failed students, students who passed had revised topics more than 2 times and had set the target score of >60% and did not moromise the topics by mere byhearting. Conclusion: Reinforcement in the form of revisions, goal setting and developing deeper understanding of concepts have emerged as major determinants of students’ performance in examination in pharmacology. Hence, students should be made aware of these aspects to improve the quality of studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Along with cognitive factors, many non-cognitive factors like study habits and skills, motivation and attitude contribute to students’ academic achievement, most often in combination.\[1,2\] Researchers have suggested positive relationship between students’ study skills and habits and academic performance.\[3-7\] Study habits used previously during high school may not be effective during medical school.\[4\] The study aids like, concept maps, study notes prepared by self and peers were more often used by high school students.\[4\] However, a study conducted in 2\textsuperscript{nd} year medical students showed association between use of peers’ study aids and lower academic performance.\[5\] Students who studied collaboratively performed better in clinical examination.\[6\] Use of practice exam questions book helped students to perform better, whereas, students who relied on pre-recorded lectures did not do well in pathology exams.\[7\] In a recent study, it was found that the relationship between
time spent on self-study and quantity of instruction by the college was below the expected value of 1.0 and the ratio was positively related to test frequency.[9] Hence, such studies may help administrators and medical teachers to develop better curriculum to achieve course objectives and mentor students for better academic achievements.

In India, medical undergraduate students study pharmacology subject in the second year of MBBS course. At Melaka Manipal Medical College, India, which is accredited by Malaysian Medical council, pharmacology is taught to students with the aim of developing competency for the clinical years in terms of knowledge, skill and attitude required for prescribing drugs rationally in primary health care settings. Learning pharmacology may be challenging for students as drug information is ever expanding and students are required to remember pharmacological aspects of many drugs to develop higher cognitive skills like analysis, interpretation, problem solving and application. Moreover, pharmacology curriculum in a medical school need to be kept in pace with the changes in the health care needs.[10,11] Hence, the students, the main stakeholders may be required to adopt suitable study habits and skills to achieve the expected outcome. Therefore, the information on students learning habits may help teachers to guide students in adopting required study skills and habits. The results may also be used while training faculty on teaching-learning activities.

Hence the objective of the study was to compare the learning habits of students of various level of academic performances in Pharmacology.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Study design

The study design was cross sectional and conducted in December 2013 after obtaining Institutional Ethics Committee clearance. A newly developed questionnaires was distributed among second year MBBS students (n=243) after obtaining written informed consent. Participants responded anonymously in the questionnaire.

In the 2nd year of MBBS course, Pharmacology is taught in four blocks, each approximately of 10 weeks duration and at end the each block, students appear for summative examinations and the average marks obtained in four block examinations contributes to 30% of the end of the year university examination. This study was conducted after the completion of first two blocks.

**Development of questionnaire**

To collect data, a questionnaire consisting of 34 questions was designed after a literature review.[1,5-8] It had closed [Likert type, 1 (never)-5 (every time)] and open ended questions. The questionnaire covered various study habits, including use of intended learning outcomes for learning and self-assessment, frequency of use of text books, videos, internet, study aids prepared by self and senior students or peers, time management skills, attentiveness and note taking skill in the class room, learning styles like goal setting, method used for revising, prioritizing, reading speed, reflection, self-assessment and collaborative learning. The questionnaire was worded in such a way that students were directed to respond regarding the use of study habits and skills related to pharmacology only. In addition, students’ interest in pharmacology subject and their perceived difficulty in studying pharmacology were collected in a similar Likert scale along with gender and marks obtained in block examination. The content validity of the questionnaire was checked by two faculty members of the Institution with Foundation for Advancement of International Medical Education and Research (FAIMER) fellowship degree. The questionnaire was further refined through pilot testing on a small group of students (n=10) and the Cronbach’s Alpha value for reliability of the questionnaire was found to be 0.807.

**Statistical analysis:** Data was analyzed using SPSS statistical analysis program (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), version 16. The categorical variables were described as median and interquartile range. Learning habits of students of various level of academic performances, based on the total marks (%) obtained in block 2 examination (Group 1-5: <50, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80-100) in Pharmacology, were compared using Kruskal Wallies test followed by Mann-whitney test. A p value of <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

**RESULT**

The response obtained was 143/243 (59%). From the total respondents, 54/120 (45%) of were males and 66/120 (54%) were females. Table 1 depicts certain study habits commonly used by students to learn pharmacology. Marks scored in the second block examination were used to divide students into 5 groups. There were no statistically significant differences in study habits among students’ groups of various levels of academic performances in pharmacology for most of the items.
Table 1: Learning habits and skills frequently (I median and inter-quartile range) used by students in Pharmacology

I referred the learning objectives when I studied a topic [4 (4.5)].
I read the lecturer’s note, compared it with the textbook (for completeness and accuracy) and added some missing points in the lecturer’s note [4 (3.4)].
I highlighted the important points on my reading materials [4 (3.5)].
I prioritized the important topics as stated by the lecturers while revising [4 (3.4)].
I tried to get the meaning of new words as I saw them for the first time [4 (3.4)].
I wrote down notes during the class [4.5 (4.5)].
I revised the past year question papers before examination [4 (3.5)].
I was able to take down class notes completely in lecture class [4 (3.4)].
My note taking skill was good [4 (3.4)].
I read recommended textbook for the topics covered [4 (3.5)].
I spent more time on topics that I found difficult to understand/remember [4 (3.4)].

![Figure 1: Study habits among students with different level of performances](image-url)
The study habits which differed significantly among different levels of academic performances have been shown in Figure 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows study habits of various groups of students with respect to preparation for class tests and number of revisions they did before the pharmacology examination. Group 2 more frequently revised the topics more than two times compared to group 1 (p=0.015). Similar difference was observed between groups 1 and 5, where group 5 more frequently revised >2 times (p=0.002). Compared to groups 1, 2 and 3, group 5 had started the preparation for class test >3 days before the scheduled class test.

When comparing the result of students who scored <50 marks (failed) and >50 marks (passed) in Pharmacology, significant difference (p<0.05) was found in the frequency of habits related to three aspects; tried to memorize the topics by-hearting rather than understanding, always had set the target score of more than 60% in examination and revised topics more than 2 times before examination (Figure 2).

Majority of the students (84%) not used mnemonics to remember pharmacology while just 16% of them used them. Most of the students (80%) who used mnemonics felt that the mnemonic will be useful during the clinical years of MBBS course and clinical practice.

**DISCUSSION**

The study revealed the learning habits of the students in pharmacology. Based on the results, it can be said that the repeated reinforcement in the form of revisions, learning by understanding than by-hearting and setting the target of scoring >60% had significantly affected students’ academic performance in Pharmacology examination.

In our study, students who revised a topic >2 times performed better in Pharmacology than students who revised <2 times. A study conducted by Ansari M et al., showed decline in pharmacology knowledge with passage of time. With the rapid information explosion in pharmacology with added factual information, students have to memorize drug names and many pharmacological concepts to achieve higher cognitive domains like analysis and problem solving skills that are expected from students at the level of 2nd year of MBBS course. Moreover, at MMMC, students are assessed periodically during the course using various methods which includes...
essay component with short essay type questions with case scenarios and multiple true false (MTF) questions. Practical examination is conducted as objective structured practical examination with questions related to rational prescribing. Around 40% of essay questions and almost all of practical questions require higher order thinking skills like analysis and problem solving. Around 60% of theory questions and all MTF questions are recall and comprehension type. Hence repeated revision of topics is essential to memorize factual information and develop deeper understanding of the concepts. Literature shows that time spent for study had a direct influence on students’ academic performance. However our study did not show any significant relationship between these two factors.

Medium and higher achievers had target setting for their academic performance where as low achiever did not. Earlier studies had demonstrated that goal setting intervention improved students’ academic performance. Hence target setting in Pharmacology might have helped students to optimize their studies for better academic performance.

This study had a limitation. The responses were obtained only from one batch of students. To generalize the findings, the study should be carried out with more number of students and also in other institutions.

The results of this study emphasize the need for creating awareness among students about repeated revision, setting targets and developing deeper understanding of the topics learnt for better academic achievements in pharmacology. The teacher may use study findings while mentoring low achievers for better academic performance.
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